LEAKS HAPPEN

A LEAKY PIPE CAN LEAD TO A LEAKY WALLET.

WE ARE EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE OUR SERVLINE LEAK PROTECTION PROGRAM.

WITH AUTOMATIC ENROLLMENT

YOU WILL BE PROTECTED FROM HAVING TO PAY A HIGH WATER BILL AND AVOID INTERRUPTION TO SERVICE.

WATER LEAK PROTECTION *

AUTO-ENROLLED
Up to $2,500/Leak*
Call us to decline protection and accept full responsibility for water bills caused by water leaks

RESIDENTIAL
Only $1.80 Per Month

COMMERCIAL
Single Occupancy
Only $5.00/ MN
Multi-Ocupancy
Only $10.00/ MN
Up to 2" Meter

CALL TODAY: (928) 478-8323

All leaks occurring after November 1st will only be adjusted through our ServLine Program.
* Please refer to our leak adjustment policy for guidelines and qualifications for leak adjustments.
Enhanced Line Protection

Enrollment after November 1st requires a 30 day waiting period.

Pipes Break
A broken pipe on your property can wreak havoc on your finances.

Protect your personal water infrastructure!

Take advantage of instant enrollment by adding our ServLine Enhanced Line Protection.

"My neighbors felt sorry for me when they saw the different companies coming out to mark the gas, electric, and water lines before the backhoe began to dig up my yard. They said it must be terribly expensive and wanted to know how much all of it was going to cost. I was able to proudly say, nothing! My ServLine Line Protection offered by the utility covered the full amount! It paid $1,575.00 to the plumber to replace 25-feet of my water line."

- Mrs. McWherter | Home Owner -

Water Line Protection**

Up to $10,000 for repair for cracked or broken line from meter to foundation. No deductible. No annual limit. Enroll now - call today.

For residential only: Up to $500 for thawing of frozen service line.

ServLine Enhanced Line Protection includes $500 for landscaping and private paved surfaces.

Call today: (928) 478-8323
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Residential: Only $5.20 per month
Commercial: Single occupancy only $13.50 per month. Multi-occupancy only $27.00 per month.

* Some restrictions apply. Call to request a full copy of program protections and exclusions.
** Some exclusions are: water meter, water pit, water vault, pumps, valves, back-flow assemblies.
*** Coverage applies to cracked or broken service lines. Maintenance related issues are not covered.